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Packet 12 
 
 
1.       After Thomas shoots a horse in the head, Grace performs this action in an otherwise empty pub in 
Peaky Blinders. Desmond constantly sees premonitions of the death of a character who does this action for a 
living on Lost. While on a walkie-talkie call, Dustin and Suzie do this action as a reference to (*) The 
NeverEnding Story in the season finale of Stranger Things – Part 3. Some episodes of TV that are notable for 
primarily featuring this action in shows where this action is rare include “Fan Fiction” in Supernatural and “Once 
More With Feeling” in Buffy the Vampire Slayer. For 10 points, give the name of this action frequently performed 
by characters like Christine Daaé, Annie, and Maria von Trapp in musical films and theater. 

ANSWER: Singing [accept alternate word forms] 
<TV> [BJ] 

 
1.       ALL PARTS ARE DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE. Ah Vine, you were gone too soon. For 10 points, given 
the line spoken in a Vine, describe the action that prompted that line: 

a.       “Stop! I could have dropped my croissant!” 
ANSWER: Being startled on a staircase [accept clear knowledge equivalents] 
b.       “Aw fuck, I can’t believe you’ve done this” 
ANSWER: Being punched in the face [or punching someone in the face] 
c.       “What the fuck, Richard?” 
ANSWER: Throwing a frisbee onto a road 
<Internet Culture> [MS] 

 
 
2.       In one essay by this author, a romance-loving woman mistakenly believes that a book cover depicts Abu 
Ghraib torture. In a short story, this author wrote about Brianna who has hyperthymesia and tries to save a 
woman from a relationship. Another short story by this author is told in second person and is about 
Mackenzie Altman dating Winston and learning how to connect with the title culture. In addition to those 
stories, Every Little Thing, and How to Be (*) Chinese, this author wrote a novel in which James and Marilyn Lee 
reflect on their lives following the drowning of their seemingly popular daughter, Lydia. Another novel by this 
author was adapted into a Hulu miniseries in which the Richardsons’ home is caught in a suspected arson attack. For 
10 points, name this author of Everything I Never Told You and Little Fires Everywhere. 
 ANSWER: Celeste Ng (“ing”) [also accept Wu Qishi] 
 <Literature> [BJ] 
 
2.       Card games centering around a cycle of playing and winning melds are called trick-taking games. For 10 
points each: 



a.       American Hearts is a popular trick-avoidance game in which every heart is worth one point and this 
card is worth thirteen points. This card is sometimes called the “Black Lady” and is generally to be 
avoided, unless one is trying to shoot the moon. 
ANSWER: The Queen of Spades [prompt on partial answers] 
b.       Pairing the queen of spades with the jack of diamonds forms the namesake meld of this four-player 
partnership game. A standard 48-card deck for this game includes two copies of each card from the nines to 
aces. 
ANSWER: Pinochle (“PEE-knuckle”) 
c.       Halving a Pinochle deck and adding this card produces the standard deck for Euchre (“YOO-kur”), 
which introduced this card into modern American decks as a top trump or “best Bower.” 
 ANSWER: Joker 
<Activities> [JC] 

 
 
3.       In September 2019, pictures of a sombrero-clad Donald Duck accompanied by a very happy service dog 
of this breed named Nala were reported on by many news stations. A viral video from 2016 depicts another of 
these dogs getting extremely excited when a man comes home dressed in a Gumby costume. This breed is 
known for a high susceptibility to cancer likely due to specific breeding for appearance and temperament. In 
the 1993 version of (*) Homeward Bound, an old character named Shadow is a dog of this breed. One series 
centering on this breed of dog created a long direct-to-video spinoff series about the title animal’s children. For 10 
points, give the name of this breed of dog, whose most famous example would probably be the titular basketball-
playing dog in Air Bud. 

ANSWER: Golden Retrievers 
<Film, Internet Culture> [BJ] 

 
3.       For 10 points each, answer the following about point-and-click adventure games: 

a.       This amateur, horror, point-and-click series created by Yahtzee Croshaw features the cat burglar 
Trilby who is the protagonist of its first and third games. The events of this series, originally called X Days 
a X, revolve around the title god of pain who has a connection to the date, July 28th. 
ANSWER: Chzo Mythos (“CHIH-zoh”) 
b.       This series by the now-defunct Sierra Entertainment is among the earliest in the point-and-click 
adventure genre and follows Graham and the royal family of Daventry. This royal series was “re-imagined” 
in an episodic adventure game by The Odd Gentlemen. 
ANSWER: King’s Quest 
c.       In addition to King’s Quest Sierra Entertainment was known for this lewd adult series that started 
with Land of the Lounge Lizards. This series follows the title sleazy, balding man who attempts to seduce 
young women, usually unsuccessfully. 
ANSWER: Leisure Suit Larry 
<Video Games> [BJ] 

 
 
4.       The word for substances with a low value for this property comes from a synonym for the Paracelsian 
idea of the “matrix” or universal womb, part of the weird alchemical tradition of gendering chemicals. One 
substance historically known as “oil of vitriol” has an incredibly high value for this property, while “milk of 
magnesia” has a low value. Combining “soda ash” and “slaked lime” produces “caustic soda,” which has a 
low value for this property, and (*) “spirit of niter,” which has a high value for this property. “Spirit of niter” is 
used to create fertilizer and is one of the components of aqua regia, which George de Hevesy used to dissolve two 



physicists’ Nobel Prizes to hide them from the Nazis. For 10 points, name this logarithmic scale that measures the 
concentration of unbounded hydroxyl groups and is approximately 14 minus the pH. 

ANSWER: pOH [or potential of hydroxide or power of hydroxide; accept acidity until “logarithmic;” 
do NOT accept or prompt on “pH,” “potential of hydrogen,” or “power of hydrogen”] 
<Academic> [MS] 

 
4.       Together with his wife, Debra McGrath, this man helped to pick out names for his transgender daughter, 
Kinley. For 10 points each: 

a.       Name this Scottish-born Canadian actor and comedian who typically opts to speak his lines in 
Hoedowns instead of singing them. This frequent subject of bald jokes often plays the female role when 
paired with Ryan Stiles. 
ANSWER: Colin Andrew Mochrie [accept either underlined portion] 
b.       Along with Ryan Stiles and Wayne Brady, Colin Mochrie is a regular performer on the American 
version of this improvisational comedy show originally hosted by Drew Carey. 
ANSWER: Whose Line Is It Anyway? 
c.       One of only eight games to be played once in each season of the American version of Whose Line?, 
this spoof of matchmaking game shows nearly shares a name with another game show currently hosted by 
Wayne Brady. Memorable prompts include “The greatest lover in France” and “In a medieval dungeon 
being tortured for information.” 
ANSWER: Let’s Make a Date 

 <TV> [LT] 
 
 
5.       In The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask, Indigo-Go’s member Evan is seen playing a song that plays 
during the credits and accompanying these things in the original Legend of Zelda. In one Nintendo 64 game, 
one of these things is accompanied by a scene where a squirrel is forced to become a table leg. In Paper Mario 
and the Thousand Year Door, one of these things appears if Mario decides to read a ghost’s diary. In many 
arcade games, these things are accompanied by a (*) countdown. A fake one of these things is given away by the 
text “Fission Mailed” and is in Metal Gear Solid 2 which is part of a series that typically accompanies these things 
with characters yelling “Snake!” For 10 points, name these things which include many other well-known examples 
such as Grand Theft Auto V’s versions that say, “Wasted,” and Dark Souls’ versions that say, “You Died.” 

ANSWER: Game Over screen [accept Game Over, accept Continue Screen or Death Screen; prompt on 
Continue or Death; that Nintendo 64 game is Conker’s Bad Fur Day] 
<Video Games> [BJ] 

 
5.       Answer some questions about the greatest feminists in feminism herstory. For 10 points each: 

a.       Name this woman who effectively utilized girl power by funneling death squads into Northern 
Ireland. After her death, “Ding Dong the Witch is Dead” entered the top ten most downloaded songs on the 
British iTunes store. 
ANSWER: Margaret Hilda Thatcher, Baroness Thatcher [or The Iron Lady] 
b.       This country singer was the spokeswoman for Florida Citrus Commission and ran the “Save Our 
Children” campaign to get a Florida ordinance prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation 
repealed. She is perhaps most famous for getting pied in the face on live television by a gay activist. 
ANSWER: Anita Jane Bryant 
c.       This woman, widely considered to have popularized the term “fake news,” was the first woman to 
run a successful presidential campaign and she frequently speaks about the fictitious Bowling Green 
Massacre. Kate McKinnon often plays this woman on SNL and, in one skit, this woman is compared to 
Pennywise.  
ANSWER: Kellyanne Conway 



<Academic> [BM] 
 
 
6.       In one film by this animation studio, a brother must rescue his sister, who is a selkie, from the owl witch 
Macha. Many figures from Celtic myth appear in this Best Animated Feature Nominee including the giant 
Mac Lir, inspired by Manannán mac Lir and the Great Seanchaí. Another film by this Irish studio focuses on 
an Afghan girl who pretends to be a (*) boy after her father is unjustly jailed for supposedly insulting a member of 
the Taliban. In their first feature film, a young boy raised in a Catholic missionary faces the dark god Crom Cruach 
to get his eye to recreate a holy book destroyed in a Viking raid. For 10 points, give the name of this animation 
studio behind The Song of the Sea, The Breadwinner, and The Book of Kells. 

ANSWER: Cartoon Saloon 
<Film> [BM] 

 
6.       Hey, you! Do you like “Bohemian Rhapsody?” Well, so does everyone else! For 10 points each: 

a.       Name this property. A person’s enjoyment of commonly enjoyed cultural elements causes hydroxide 
ions to form in their blood, leading to this property. Or something like that. 
ANSWER: Basicness [also accept basicity or alternate word forms] 
b.       This mockumentary features individuals in the title setting getting into believable, if humorous, 
mischief. It features Ricky Gervais in a prominent role. If you’re basic, you’ll get it wrong. 
ANSWER: The Office (British) [accept answers relating to the BBC show aired in Britain; prompt on The 
Office; do NOT accept or prompt on answers indicating the American version of The Office] 
c.       This flavor is named rather tangentially and many versions of it don’t feature any of the title fruit. 
This flavor’s name instead refers to the ingredients one might put in a pie with that fruit. 
ANSWER: Pumpkin Spice [or Pumpkin Pie Spice; do NOT accept or prompt on other answers] 

 <Miscellaneous> [MS] 
 
 
7.       In 1992, this man was arrested after threatening to shoot down airplanes taking off from LAX while he 
held a hotel maid and two plumbers hostage. This was reportedly due to his belief that the Rapture would 
occur in six days. In 1991, this man also set off stink bombs in various locations such as The Orange County 
Register and The Trinity Broadcasting Network. This man married Margaret Hockridge in 1986 who would 
accompany him in his most famous appearances. This man made his first major appearance at the 1977 (*) 
NBA finals. This man became famous for wearing a certain accessory while situated near goal posts, behind the 
backboard, or behind home plate. Soon after becoming a born-again Christian, this man started carrying around 
signs saying John 3:16. For 10 points, name this sports fixture from the 70s and 80s who would go to games wearing 
a colorful afro wig. 

ANSWER: Rainbow Man [also accept Rollen Fredrick Stewart or Rock’n’Rollen] 
<Sports> [BJ] 

 
7.       Dark Souls is a series famous for its high difficulty, so much so that every hard game is compared to it. A big 
part of that perception is because of the plethora of tough bosses that every game possesses. There’s also some 
pushovers. For 10 points each: 

a.       This boss from the first game is infamous for his lack of difficulty. He is situated in the catacombs 
and can technically be faced very early on, where he might pose a challenge with his clones and fireballs. 
Though at the point the player would typically reach him, he goes down in just 6-8 hits. 
ANSWER: Pinwheel 



b.       An optional boss in Dark Souls 3, that is an “Ancient” one of these bipedal winged dragons, is a very 
cool spectacle but, unfortunately, is killed in just one hit from above. The name of these dragons is 
ultimately derived from the Latin word “vipera,” meaning viper. 
ANSWER: Wyverns 
c.       This duo halfway through the first game is famously difficult, but many people online love to say that 
they aren’t. This pair, one an executioner and the other a dragon slayer, are found at the end of Anor 
Londo. Thankfully, the player can summon Solaire of Astora to help out in the fight. 
ANSWER: Dragon Slayer Ornstein & Executioner Smough [accept answers in either order] 
<Video Games> [BJ] 

 
 
8.       Among this building’s murals for the 2020-2021 season are ones depicting a man riding an ATV and 
jets flying over Mount Rushmore. In 2015, this building’s signature onion domes were removed and replaced 
with open metallic designs due to concerns for their stability in high winds and, in 2007, the murals could not 
be changed due to drought. In addition to being a tourist attraction, this building hosts a weekly farmer’s 
market in the summer and the home games for the Dakota Wesleyan University basketball team. In 2004, this 
Moorish Revival building drew controversy after receiving funding from the Department of Homeland 
Security. Further DHS funding was used to purchase a video surveillance system, in part to protect a 
fiberglass outdoor statue of this building’s mascot, (*) Cornelius. For 10 points, name this building in Mitchell, 
South Dakota, which features temporary murals in an unusual, agricultural medium. 

ANSWER: The World’s Only Corn Palace [or Mitchell Corn Palace] 
 <Academic> [MS] 
 
8.       If you’re here right now, playing Quiz Bowl, it may be safe to assume that you’re into trivia. Fortunately, the 
internet is filled with all sorts of trivia sites and apps, some better than others. For 10 points each: 

a.       This originally Latin American app is based off of Trivial Pursuit with some classic mobile game 
coin-based powerups and a game-limiting life system thrown in. 
ANSWER: Trivia Crack [accept Preguntados since the original Latin American form was mentioned] 
b.       This site that bills itself as the World’s Largest Trivia Quiz Website contains many different types of 
officially published and fanmade quizzes including multiple choice, slideshow, clickable, and typed answer 
quizzes. 
ANSWER: Sporcle 
c.       It’s not QuizDB, but this site developed by Kevin Kwok attempts to be a Quiz Bowl practice site, 
reading a selection of over 100,000 tossups. This site is somewhat antiquated and has been criticized for 
lacking preventative measures against question-memorization and hatespeech. 
ANSWER: Protobowl 
<Internet Culture> [BJ] 

 
 
9.       This YouTuber included a story about a boy who wishes to receive ants for Christmas and instead 
receives hives at the beginning of a video about the time when this YouTuber feared she was allergic to her 
pet. In “YouTube Rewind 2018,” this YouTuber is believed to have sneaked in multiple references to 
Pewdiepie, who was absent. This YouTuber collaborated with Boyinaband (“Boy-in-a-band”) on the song (*) 
“Empty” which is about her past experiences with anorexia. Those experiences were further detailed in this 
YouTuber’s earlier video “Why I Don’t Have a ‘Face Reveal’.” This YouTuber’s most viewed video includes the 
deaths of Hush Child, Squidward, and ZipZapZop and the survival of a Blaziken named Teriyaki and a Swellow 
named Ari. For 10 points, name this popular YouTube storytime animator who made the video, “I Attempted my 
First Pokemon Nuzlocke.” 



ANSWER: Jaiden Animations 
<Internet Culture> [BJ] 

 
9.       For this next question, you have been dropped into the Harry Potter world and you are going to run into some 
obstacles that require specific spells to overcome. All you have to do is use the right one for the situation. For 10 
points each: 

a.       You’ve just apparated from an ambush at a wedding and you have stopped at a diner in London. Two 
Death Eaters walk in and attack you but you defeat them. However, you don’t want them to remember that 
they have found you. What spell do you use? 
ANSWER: Obliviate 
b.       There are two acceptable answers; give either. You’re trapped in Devil’s Snare and you remember 
that Professor Sprout said that “It likes the dark and the damp.” How can you get rid of the dark or the 
damp?  
ANSWER: Lumos or Incendio 
c.       You’re dueling a proficient wizard and you’re losing. You need to gain the upperhand but don’t want 
to use one of the Unforgivable Curses. How about you use this lacerating spell for use against enemies 
only? 
ANSWER: Sectumsempra 
<Literature> [BJ] 

 
 
10.       This singer said that her lyrics “deal with all of the same things [Renaissance artists] did: love and 
death, time and pain, heaven and hell.” This singer has a fan-run book club called Between Two Books and, 
at Coachella 2015, she broke her foot after jumping off of a stage. The last word of her band’s name is based 
off of the nickname of her bandmate (*) Isabella Summers. Her band’s album How Big, How Blue, How Beautiful 
includes the singles “Queen of Peace” and “Ship to Wreck.” This singer says “the horses are coming so you better 
run” in another song on her band’s first album Lungs. For 10 points, name this English singer-songwriter of songs 
like “No Light, No Light” and “Dog Days Are Over” whose band’s name is [Her name] & The Machine. 

ANSWER: Florence Welch [or Florence Leontine Mary Welch; accept Florence after “& The Machine,” 
prompt before; anti-prompt on Florence and the Machine] 
<Music> [BJ] 

 
10.       The best kind of television is terrible teen dramas. The worse the better. It’s even better when they’re 
adaptations of nostalgic properties. For 10 points each: 

a.       This Riverdale character is the sister of the teenager who was murdered in the first episode and a fan 
joke refers to her as the protagonist's evil friend. Some highlights of this character include being sent to 
conversion therapy camp and being haunted by the spirit of said murdered twin in the form of a doll.  
ANSWER: Cheryl Blossom 
b.       It’s not The Vampire Diaries, but this MTV show starring Tyler Posey started by focusing on one 
specific mythical monster before eventually expanding into “all stories are true”-type urban fantasy. This 
show shares a name and nothing else with a 1985 movie starring Michael J. Fox. 
ANSWER: Teen Wolf 
c.       This Netflix Original and Karate Kid continuation focuses on Johnny Lawrence and his opening of a 
karate dojo named after the antagonistic dojo from the first movie. 
ANSWER: Cobra Kai 

 <TV> [BM] 
 
 



11.       In this character’s first appearance, he is known by Jasper and drops a tall stack of plates, prompting 
him to be hit and thrown out of a house. In another appearance, this character must gain another character’s 
signature on a Certificate of Forgiveness or else he will go to Hell. That occurs after this character is killed by 
a piano. This character’s creator William Hanna provided the voice for this character’s famous (*) screams. 
It’s not Bugs Bunny, but in another of this character’s appearances, he aggressively plays “Hungarian Rhapsody No. 
2” during a recital. Some still images of this character that became memes include one of him looking up from a 
newspaper and one where he accidentally aims a double-barrel shotgun at himself. For 10 points, name this 
seemingly elastic cat who constantly tries, but typically fails, to terrorize the mouse Jerry. 

ANSWER: Thomas Jasper “Tom” Cat [accept Jasper before “Jasper” is read, but immediately look at them 
with suspicion] 
<TV, Internet Culture> [BJ] 

 
11.       A genre of music from this country is known for being a hybrid of different cultures and is known for its 
“Fan chants.” For 10 points each: 

a.       Name this country that is home to a popular band whose songs include “ON,” “Black Swan,” and 
“Dynamite.”  
ANSWER: South Korea [also accept Republic of Korea or Daehan Hanguk; prompt on Korea; do NOT 
accept or prompt on “North Korea,” “Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,” or “Chosŏn Minjujuŭi 
Inmin Konghwaguk”] 
b.       This South Korean seven-member band has often been called “the biggest boy band in the world.” 
They are known for encompassing multiple genres and writing lyrics about mental health and loving 
oneself. Their recent albums include BE and Map of the Soul: 7.  
ANSWER: BTS [also accept Bangtan Sonyeondan or Bangtan Boys] 
c.       This rapper on BTS derived his more well-known stage name from the first syllables in the basketball 
position he played in school. In November 2020, this member went on a break due to a shoulder injury. 
ANSWER: SUGA [also accept Agust D; also accept Min Yoon-Gi; accept either underlined portion] 
<Music> [BJ] 

 
 
12.       Susan McKinley Ross is the only woman to be the sole creator of a recipient of this award. The 
namesake of the first winner of this award has Perry index 226 in Aesop’s fables. L.L.A.M.A. was nominated 
for this award in 2019, and in the same year this award’s “Connoisseur” variant was won by Elizabeth 
Hargrave’s Wingspan. Kosmos has published several winners of this award, including one themed around 
Sherlock Holmes as well as Keltis. This award’s most recent winner is Pictures, and past winners include 
Agricola, (*) Codenames, and Qwirkle. Klaus Teuber (“TOY-ber”) won this award four times in eight years, the last 
in 1995 with Settlers of Catan. For 10 points, what German award is given to and named for the best board game 
published every year? 

ANSWER: Spiel des Jahres [or Game of the Year; accept Kennerspiel des Jahres or Connoisseur-
Enthusiast Game of the Year] 
<Activities> [JC] 

 
12.       Sometimes, children’s entertainment gets deep. So deep that you forget that the stuff they say is even 
remotely related to a kid’s movie. For 10 points each: 

a.       The quote, “Do you think that God stays in heaven because he, too, lives in fear of what he has 
created, here on earth?” is one you might see around a lot online. Still surprising to some is that it comes 
from this kids’ movie from a freak scientist played by Steve Buscemi. 
ANSWER: Spy Kids 2: The Island of Lost Dreams [do NOT accept or prompt on just “Spy Kids”] 



b.       A quote that seems to have predicted the style of Gen-Z humor, “In the future, entertainment will be 
randomly generated,” comes from this show, in the episode The Wonderful World of Auto-Tainment. In the 
episode, robots give random punchlines to well-established jokes such as “weed eater.” 
ANSWER: VeggieTales 
c.       “I see now that the circumstances of one’s birth are irrelevant. It is what you do with the gift of life 
that determines who you are” is a quote that comes from this antagonist of a 90s animated film after a 
bunch of creatures cry on a ten-year old boy to bring him back to life. 
ANSWER: Mewtwo 
<Film> [BJ] 

 
 
13.       This book, a “postmodern masterpiece” was a finalist for the Man Booker Prize, and encompasses 
multiple genres including science fiction. A film adaptation of this book was infamous for yellowface and 
almost hired Natalie Portman to play a Korean character. That movie is widely panned for a confusing 
structure that isn’t analogous to the round (*) robin structure of this book. One section of this book has a 
character speak in an imagined future English dialect on the island of Hawaii; that character was played by Tom 
Hanks in the Wachowski Sisters movie adaptation of this book. For 10 points, a scene of a character digging for 
“Cannibal” teeth as part of a complicated revenge scheme opens what book containing six nested stories by David 
Mitchell? 

ANSWER: Cloud Atlas  
<Film, Literature> [BM] 

 
13.       Identify the following mythology-inspired TV adaptations, for 10 points each: 

a.       This Netflix series is the latest adaptation of a set of novels and short stories by Andrzej Sapkowski 
(“AHN-dray sap-KOFF-ski”) following Geralt of Rivia as he contends with various monsters as well as 
human politicking. 
ANSWER: The Witcher 
b.       This spinoff adaptation of Neil Gaiman’s Sandman comics reimagines one of its supporting 
characters as having run away to Los Angeles, where he runs the club Lux and assists the LAPD in solving 
crimes. 
ANSWER: Lucifer 
c.       In Lucifer, a man with this last name starts calling himself “God” after wearing a belt with the 
Medallion of Life. In a New Zealand comedy-drama series, the members of a family with this last name are 
reincarnations of the Norse gods. 
ANSWER: Johnson [that show is The Almighty Johnsons] 
<TV> [JC] 

 
 
14.       In one work, a living example of these objects rules a magical land until he is defeated by an army of 
women with knitting needles led by General Jinjur (“ginger”). In another work, Sophie forces Calcifer to go 
twice as fast to avoid a sentient one of these objects. In a Studio Ghibli adaptation of that work, what appears 
to be a sentient one of these objects called (*) Turnip-Head is a cursed prince. Jonathan Crane is the full name of a 
villain named for these objects who developed a Fear Toxin in the DC Universe. In Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, 
after one of these objects stabs a bully with a pitchfork, he is painfully turned into one of these objects. For 10 
points, name this object who would “while away the hours / conferrin’ with the flowers / if [he] only had a brain.” 

ANSWER: Scarecrows 
<Miscellaneous> [BM] 

 



14.       Boy, kids these days suck! For 10 points each, answer the following about Fortnite dances: 
a.       This Fortnite dance is one of the most basic examples and is named for an activity that will make 
your gums bleed if you don’t do it. 
ANSWER: The Floss [accept alternate word forms] 
b.       Epic Games was sued by Alfonso Ribeiro over this dance, which he coined while playing a character 
on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. 
ANSWER: The Carlton  
c.       The lawsuit was struck down—both of them, actually, since Ribeiro also sued the maker of this 
basketball series over the same dance. This series’ inclusion of actual athletes as voice actors in its 
MyCareer mode has led to plenty of mocking online montages. 
ANSWER: NBA 2K [accept individual entries] 
<Video Games> [MS] 

 
 
15.       “Without geography, you’re nowhere” is a quote from this man that appears on a roadside sign 
erected by Project HIMANK in the Ladakh region of India. In Jurassic World, this man appears in an 
uncredited cameo, holding two margaritas while fleeing from pterosaurs. Allegations of possession and the 
shout “You used to be my brother!” accompanies a long list of songs by this man directed at Justin McElroy 
who had “a case of the Mondays.” The original line including a reference to Ayatollah Khomeini is frequently 
changed in this man’s 1979 song (*) “Volcano.” This man has written at least 200 songs over his six-decade long 
musical career, although he is best known for early hits like “He Went to Paris” and “Come Monday.” For 10 points, 
name this artist known for portraying an “island escapist” lifestyle who is the singer and songwriter behind 
“Margaritaville.” 

ANSWER: James William Buffett [or Jimmy Buffett] 
<Music> [MS] 

 
15.       We love him, other people love to hate him, but no one can deny that Nick Saban is an iconic coach and 
character. For 10 points each, answer the following about Saban’s biggest rage moments: 

a.       Nick Saban received this penalty after exchanging a few choice words with an official after Trevon 
Diggs picked off a pass during a game with Duke University in 2019.  
ANSWER: Unsportsmanlike Conduct  
b.       Saban personally phoned ESPN reporter Maria Taylor to apologize after giving a brusque response to 
her questions after a 2018 win over Louisville. His short rant ended with this iconic line that quickly 
became a meme.  
ANSWER: “so quit asking” 
c.       DESCRIPTION ACCEPTABLE. After a series of penalties against the Tide in the second quarter of 
the 2018 Orange Bowl, Nick Saban did this action after another false start. He is well known to do this 
action after going into a rage.  
ANSWER: Breaking his headset [accept any answer describing this action; accept other answers that 
indicate violence against headsets such as “throwing” them] 
<Sports> [MP] 

 
 
16.       A team captained by this athlete that included Lindsay Hassett and Arthur Morris was nicknamed 
“The Invincibles.” In response to this athlete’s fibrositis, Dick Whittington remarked that he had “seen today 
the ghost of a once-great” player of his sport. After a poor performance in this player’s first Test, he was 
dropped to twelfth man, but he later substituted for Bill Ponsford and scored a century, becoming the 
youngest player to do so. At the Fifth Test of the 1948 (*) Ashes, which was this player’s final career game, Eric 



Hollies bowled this player for a duck, permanently dropping his legendary batting average below 100. For 10 points, 
name this Australian cricketer whose Test batting average of 99.94 is sometimes cited as the greatest sporting 
achievement of all time. 

ANSWER: Sir Donald George “The Don” Bradman 
<Sports> [JC] 

 
16.       Did you know Nintendo is Japanese? Wild. For 10 points each, answer the following about Japanese culture 
in the Rhythm Heaven franchise: 

a.       In Rhythm Heaven Megamix, the Final Remix version of this Star Land minigame precedes Animal 
Acrobat and sees a monkey flying in on a cloud at the end. In this “Simon Says” style minigame, the player 
controls the namesake shinobi who protects his lord by slicing arrows to the beat. 
ANSWER: Ninja Bodyguard 
b.       A Rhythm Heaven Fever minigame that never got localized for western audiences features two birds 
performing this Japanese performance art similar to stand-up comedy. One of the birds gives a pun and the 
other bird will respond by going “Hai! Hai!” or by slapping the other bird if he didn’t finish the pun and ask 
“Donaiyanen?” 
ANSWER: Manzai 
c.       One Rhythm Heaven Megamix minigame features two brothers who do this Japanese form of 
wrestling. That minigame features vocals from Tsunku, possibly some of the last he ever recorded before 
he had his vocal cords surgically removed due to laryngeal cancer. 
ANSWER: Sumo 
<Video Games> [BM] 

 
 
17.       In one competition on this show, contestants have to chew and stick bubble gum on a color by 
numbers-like board. One of the former contestants on this show made a reddit AMA where he confirmed that 
fellow contestant Divad had burnt her hands while cooking. It’s not Survivor but in the second episode, one 
contestant uses a hatchet to kill chickens while another yells “Ugly chickens deserve to die!” Later offscreen, 
a contestant on this show accidentally drank (*) bleach after using it rinse a cup. Contestants are split into four 
districts who each compete to become either Laborers, Cooks, Merchants, or Upper Class of this show’s setting, 
Bonanza City. For 10 points, name this 2007 reality show hosted by Jonathan Karsh where 40 children aged 8-15 are 
tasked to create a functioning town. 

ANSWER: Kid Nation 
<TV> [BJ] 

 
17.       It’s a G-G-G-Guest Bonus! For 10 points each, answer the following questions about dendrology, courtesy of 
the AAQT’s consulting forester: 

a.       This type of pine tree is more disease resistant and more resilient than its cousin the loblolly, and is 
the state tree of both Alabama, officially, and North Carolina, unofficially. 
ANSWER: Longleaf pine [or Pinus palustris; prompt on partial answers] 
b.       This variety of oak is apparently underappreciated, possibly due to low commercial viability—
although residents of Oklahoma use its wood for barbeque. Fittingly, they usually attain a maximum height 
of under 21 meters. 
ANSWER: Blackjack oak [or Quercus marilandica] 
c.       This tree, also native to the Southeast, has leaves which are similar to those of a maple. Its genus, 
Liquidambar, might help you figure out the name. Too bad it doesn’t come in spearmint flavor. 
ANSWER: Sweetgum [or Liquidambar styraciflua; prompt on styraciflua] 
<Academic> [MS] 

 



 
18.       This individual’s coat of arms featured two bones argent on a field sable, which is fitting due to his 
consumption of poisonous substances. He once wrote a dissertation regarding two Bible verses which he 
claimed were mistranslations and claimed in another work that the world would end in 2060. He also became 
a justice of the peace in several counties while leading a fierce anti-counterfeiting campaign for the Royal 
Mint, and once accused John Locke of “endeavor[ing] to embroil [him] with (*) women.” Closer to death, he 
claimed that “to myself I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore [...] whilst the great ocean of 
truth lay all undiscovered before me.” For 10 points, when “nature and nature’s laws lay hid in night / God said ‘Let 
[what English scientist] be’ and all was light?” 

ANSWER: Sir Isaac Newton 
<Academic> [MS] 

 
18.       This podcast is distributed by Rusty Quill dot com and licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 
Noncommercial Sharealike 4.0 International License. For 10 points each: 

a.       This cosmic horror anthology podcast’s episodes are statements given to the titular organization 
about people’s encounters with the Entities, eldritch horrors that represent people’s fears. Examples include 
the Lonely representing the fear of being alone, or the Corruption, the fear of filth and insects.  
ANSWER: The Magnus Archives 
b.       This man created the Magnus Archives podcast and also names and voices the main character, also 
known as the Archivist. This man is also the lead singer for the band The Mechanisms which produces sci-
fi concept albums such as The Bifrost Incident and High Noon Over Camelot 
ANSWER: Jonathan “Jonny” Sims 
c.       This entity is the fear of being watched, of being known, but also the drive to know and understand, 
even if your discoveries might destroy you. This ocular entity is described by one character as the 
“personification of voyeuristic terror” and is the patron of the Magnus Institute.  
ANSWER: The Eye [also accept Beholding, The Ceaseless Watcher, or It Knows You] 
<Internet Culture> [BM] 

 
 
19.       This man started off his career doing background checks for the Retail Credit Company of Atlanta, 
but his brother-in-law convinced him to change careers. This man brought in the inventor of the polygraph 
test in addition to holding a private interrogation with his “secret suspect in his investigation of the still-
unsolved Cleveland Torso Killer Case. Walter Winchell narrated a (*) TV series loosely based on this man’s 
memoir of the same name where a fictionalized version of this figure was played by Robert Stack. This man was 
portrayed by Kevin Costner in a movie of the same name that was also based on his work at the Bureau of 
Prohibition. For 10 points, name this man who spearheaded the investigation against Al Capone and formed the 
group known as “The Untouchables.” 

ANSWER: Eliot Ness 
<Academic> [LT] 

 
19.       Stephen Sondheim is a prolific lyricist and composer who has written some of the best musicals of the 20th 
century. And also Company. For 10 points each: 

a.       This character is the protagonist of Company, a single man whose friends are all married couples. 
The musical opens on his 35th birthday party, with all of his friends surprising him and the opening number 
begins where all of the characters call him by a plethora of nicknames. Give at least one.  
ANSWER: Bobby [also accept Bobby baby, Bobby bubi, Robby, Robert darling, Bob, Rob-o, Bobby 
love, Angel, Sugar, Darling, Kiddo, Fella, or Sweetie] 



b.       This is one of the most famous numbers from Company and is one of the last numbers in the musical. 
This ballad became known as Elaine Stritch’s signature song as she originated the role on Broadway and 
functions as a commentary on middle class ennui (“ahn-WEE”) and mortality. 
ANSWER: “The Ladies Who Lunch” 
c.       The song “(Not) Getting Married Today” is an example of one of (emphasize) these songs, 
characterized by a fast tempo and a rapid succession of rhythmic patterns where each spoken syllable is a 
single note. This style song is associated with Gilbert and Sullivan as one of their most famous songs, “The 
Major-General’s Song” is an example. 
ANSWER: Patter song 
<Music> [BM] 

 
 
20.       This movie’s title character declares “Small though I am, mighty is my spirit when bloody battle calls” 
shortly after emerging from the penis of a man who urinated on his corpse. After mutating due to exposure to 
a mixture of a princess’s blood and various arthropods, a character who earlier compares himself to the 
Wizard of Oz, announces that he has become “Mittenspider.” That princess had arranged to marry the title 
character in exchange for some of his gold, but both independently made plans to kill the other. This 
arrangement didn’t pan out, as the (*) diminutive title character was exposed to a growth ray and loudly declared 
that “big is good!” before he was jettisoned from the cargo bay in the final act. For 10 points, what horror movie set 
in 2096 features Warwick Davis in the title role and would be followed by Leprechaun in the Hood? 

ANSWER: Leprechaun 4: In Space [also accept Leprechaun: In Space] 
<Film> [MS] 

 
20.       For 10 points each, answer the following questions about unhealthy lifestyle choices: 

a.       In 1973, we had “Smokin’ in the Boys Room;” in 2019, a change.org petition appeared to remove the 
toilets from the room designated for these things instead. Even after 2020 regulation on these things’ 
flavors in the US, companies are still getting sued over allegedly marketing these to children. 
ANSWER: E-cigarettes [also accept vapes, Juuls or whatever cool kids say these days] 
b.       This beverage, named after a town in Wisconsin, comes in (exaggerate airquotes) “flavors” like 
mango and pamplemousse. It may not be unhealthy per se, but a 2018 lawsuit said that their “all natural” 
claim was false due to the alleged presence of an ingredient also found in insecticide. 
ANSWER: LaCroix (“luh-KWAH”) Sparkling Water [the insecticide thing was dumb btw] 
c.       But if you’re the main character of a Hideo Kojima game or if you’re looking to punch through some 
drywall, you might want to try this beverage instead. In 2014, this beverage was accused of hiding Satanic 
imagery in their marketing. “Bottoms up and the devil laughs.” 
ANSWER: Monster Energy 

 <Miscellaneous> [MS] 
 
 
 
 
 


